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FROM THE CHAIR

Kathy Weimer, Texas A&M University
This is my last “From the Chair” column, now being
only days away from turning the gavel over to our very
capable Chair-Elect, Marcy Bidney.  This has been a
great year to be Chair—to lead our 30th anniversary
events, to mentor our Emerging Leaders team who is
putting together a marketing plan for us, facilitating our
GIS program at annual and the new edition of Cartographic Citations and soon too, a book of Jim Coombs’
cartoons from base line…. I can just say WOW - what
a year (and gee, I am ready for a vacation!).  I want to
extend my thanks to all of the Board members, committee chairs and others who gave their time and energies
to move MAGERT forward this year.  Congratulations
to Hallie Pritchett, our soon-to-be Chair-Elect and Edith Scarletto, our new Secretary.   We all appreciate your willingness to serve and wish you and Marcy well in
the coming year.
We will soon be at our Annual Conference in Washington, D.C.  We begin the
conference by cosponsoring and presenting with ALCTS a preconference, “Cataloging & Description of Cartographic Resources: From Parchment to Pixels,
Paper to Digital.” On Friday afternoon, we visit the Library of Congress, and then
we meet for a casual dinner.  Saturday afternoon we give a program, “GIS in EVERY Library: Making it Happen.” Another collaboration is with RBMS for their
program, “To Catch a Thief: Cataloging and the Security of Special Collections.”  
We have our regular assortment of discussion groups and committee work going
on too, and hope that we have good turnout.  The full agenda is on our Web page.
So what is so great about turning 30?  Other than taking a moment to reflect on
our beginnings and how far we have come, it is also a good reason to celebrate!  
We are celebrating MAGERT’s 30th anniversary in the Membership Pavilion in
the Exhibit Hall on Sunday at 9 a.m. and our dinner is Sunday night at 7 p.m. at
the Hamilton Ballroom.  I hope that all of you can attend them both!  RSVPs for
the dinner will be taken through Monday, the 21st.  If you haven’t already rsvp’d –
please send a note now to roger.knouff@asu.edu.
Switching gears for a moment beyond ALA business, I have observed this year,
the use or display of maps, map mashups, GIS and GPS in the news on a regular basis.  It is clear to me and hopefully obvious to you too, but is worth stating
nonetheless; whether you work with paper maps, digital resources, map cataloging, metadata or GIS, your knowledge and skills help support society’s need to
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solve the larger questions in the world today.  This is a great time to be doing what
we are doing!  See you in DC!
Kathy Weimer
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2010 American Library Association Annual Conference
Washington, DC
June 24-29, 2010

MAGERT SCHEDULE
Friday, June 25, 2010
3:00 pm-5:00 pm

Field Trip to Library of Congress Geography & Map Division RSVP to Roger Knouff by June 21

Library of Congress Madison
Building

5:30 pm - ?

Casual dinner (dutch treat)- RSVP to Roger Knouff by June 21

Bullfeathers
410 First St. SE
Washington, DC

Saturday, June 26, 2010
8:00-10:00am

Executive Board I

Grand - Farragut
Square/Lafayette

10:00am-12:00pm

Education Committee

Grand - Farragut
Square/Lafayette

1:30-3:30pm

Program: GIS in EVERY Library: Making it Happen

WCC - 206

4:00-5:30pm

Publications Committee

Grand - Farragut
Square/Lafayette

Sunday, June 27, 2010
8:00-10:00am

Cataloging Discussion Group

Grand - Penn Quarter A

10:00am-12:00pm

Cataloging Classification Committee

Grand - Penn Quarter A

10:30am-12:00pm

GeoTech Committee

Grand - Latrobe

1:30-3:30pm

Program (Co-sponsored with RBMS) To Catch a Thief:
Cataloging and the Security of Special Collections

WCC - 146C

4:00-5:30pm

GIS DG and Map Collection Mgmt DG Joint Meeting

Grand - Farragut
Square/Lafayette

7:00-10:00pm

MAGERT Anniversary Dinner - RSVP to Roger Knouff by June 21

HAM - Hamilton Ballroom

Monday, June 28, 2010
8:00-9:00am

Membership Committee

9:00-10:00am

Program Planning Committee

Grand - Bulfinch
Grand - Bulfinch

10:00am-12:00pm

By-Laws Committee

Grand - Bulfinch

1:30-3:30pm

Executive Board II / Membership Meeting

Grand - Farragut
Square/Lafayette

GRAND=Grand Hyatt Washington
HAM= Hamilton Crowne Plaza
WCC=Washington Convention Center
American Library Association | 50 E. Huron, Chicago IL 60611 | 1.800.545.2433
2010 © American Library Association
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ON THE CATALOGING/CATALOGUING FRONT
Tammy Wong, Library of Congress

Library of Congress to Approve
Genre/Form Headings for Cartographic Materials
April 26, 2010
In early 2007 the Library of Congress began a project to create genre/form headings, which describe what a work is rather than what it is about. To date, over 500
headings for moving images (films, television programs, and video recordings)
and sound recordings have been approved.
Two years later, in 2009, the Policy and Standards (PSD) and Geography and
Maps divisions of the Library of Congress began work on the next genre/form
project to go into production: cartographic materials. PSD will be approving new
cartographic genre/form headings (MARC 21 tag 155) and revised form subdivisions ($v) in stages over the late spring and summer of 2010, and plans to implement the new system no earlier than August 1, 2010. Be advised that LC will
not implement any aspect of the cartographic genre/form headings until all of the
elements are in place. The tentative timeline follows.
On Wednesday, May 19, 2010 approximately 60 cartographic genre/form
headings will appear on Tentative Weekly List 20 and be approved. This list will
also include some revisions to existing cartographic headings (MARC 21 tag
150), generally to bring them into direct language order (e.g., the heading Maps,
Comparative will be revised to Comparative maps). Tentative Weekly List 20
will be available for viewing through the SACO website (http://www.loc.gov/
catdir/pcc/saco/saco.html) early in the week of May 10th, and PSD encourages
interested parties to review the list.
From late May through early July PSD will draft proposals to change the structure
of form subdivisions for cartographic materials. These changes will reflect the
revision in policy as explained in its November 13, 2009 announcement, “Library
of Congress to Modify Structure of Form Subdivisions used for Cartographic
Materials” (http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/cartographic2.pdf)
The proposals to revise the form subdivisions will appear on a Tentative Weekly
List no earlier than July 21, 2010. LC will implement the new system two weeks
after the revisions appear on a Tentative Weekly List; the delay will allow for the
redistribution of authority records. If the proposals appear on the list for July 21st,
LC will implement cartographic genre/form headings and the revised subdivisions
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on August 1, 2010.
A firm date for LC’s implementation of cartographic genre/form headings and the
new form subdivision structure will be announced when it becomes available.
Information on all of PSD’s genre/form projects including a general timeline,
an extensive FAQ, announcements and discussion papers, can be found on
PSD’s genre/form web page (http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/genreformgeneral.
html). Questions and comments may be sent to Janis L. Young, LC genre/form
coordinator, at jayo@loc.gov.

MAGERT Thanks the Sponsors of the events at
ALA Annual 2010 in Washington, D.C.

30th Anniversary Dinner Sponsors

GIS in EVERY Library: Making it Happen
Program Sponsors

30th Anniversary Raﬄe Sponsor
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The ALA Map and Geography Round Table invites you to attend...

GIS in EVERY Library: Making it Happen
Washington Convention Center Room 206
ALA Annual Conference – Washington, DC
Saturday June 26, 2010
1:30pm – 3:30pm
Would you like to incorporate GIS into your library’s services but don’t know where or how to
start? Are you interested in GIS but afraid it may not be within your library’s scope or
budget? Join an interactive panel presentation and discussion on how geographic
information systems (GIS) have been implemented in three distinct settings: an academic
library just starting a GIS program, an academic library with an established GIS program, and
GIS services oﬀered for public libraries. Our panelists will discuss how GIS services originated
in their institutions, describe their service models including staﬃng, facilities, reference
services, data storage, and instruction, and provide examples of how their users have
embraced GIS in a library setting. Please join us to discover how to make GIS happen in
EVERY library, including YOURS!

Our panelists:
Frank Donnelly: Geospatial Data Librarian, Newman Library, Baruch College CUNY
Christie Koontz, PhD: Director, GeoLib, Florida State University, College of Communication
and Information
Chris Miller: Assistant Professor of Library Science and Geographic Information Systems
Specialist, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN

Co-sponsored with: PLA | RUSA–BRASS | GODORT | FAFLRT
This program is made possible with nancial support from: ESRI and Geographic Research Inc.
For further information visit the MAGERT Web site: www.ala.org/ala/magert
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MAP AND GEOGRAPHY ROUND TABLE
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
May 3, 2010
MAGERT News Flash!
Hi all – I have a number of announcements and updates for you.
Our new Officers: I want to share with everyone our election results. Please join me in
congratulating Hallie Pritchett on being elected Chair-Elect of MAGERT, and Edith Scarletto who was elected Secretary. Hallie is currently Chair of Publications and has done
an outstanding job. Edith is a long serving Chair of the Federal Spatial Discussion Group
and thankfully stepped in recently to serve as interim Secretary. I know that they will do
great jobs in their new offices and we all look forward to their contributions.
Tour of Library of Congress, Geography & Map Division: To kick off our annual conference, MAGERT will be taking a tour of the Library of Congress, Map and Geography Division. That will be Friday, June 25th from 3 – 5 pm. LC requires a security check of bags,
and placing items in lockers, so please refrain from bringing extra bags. After the tour, a
casual ‘dutch treat’ dinner will be near LC at the Bullfeathers of Capitol Hill at 410 First
Street SE. Please rsvp for the tour and dinner to Roger Knouff at roger.knouff@asu.edu.
Party time! We are having a party and you are invited! MAGERT’s 30th Anniversary will
be celebrated in Washington, DC at 7 pm, on Sunday, June 27th at the Hamilton Crowne
Plaza. RSVP to Roger Knouff, our Membership Chair at roger.knouff@asu.edu. Dress
is business casual. For the anniversary event, I would like to encourage members to
forward to me photos of MAGERT and MAGERT members in action as well as notes and
anecdotes about the accomplishments, fun and memories over the 30 years. Please
send notes and photos to me by June 11 at k-weimer@tamu.edu.
Fill out our Survey - Last week you should have seen an email requesting your participation in a survey about MAGERT’s programs, publications and services. If you have not
already filled out the survey, please do so by May 9th. Click on http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/ZMDH6ZN. The survey will be analyzed by the Emerging Leaders Group R,
who is putting together a marketing plan for the MAGERT Board and will be presented at
the annual conference.
Looking forward to seeing everyone in DC!
Kathy Weimer,
Chair, MAGERT
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New Maps and Cartographic Materials,
Along with Other Items of Interest
David J. Bertuca, Map Librarian
University at Buffalo Libraries Map Collection

Where did June come from? The summer semester has started here and we are
already part way through the first session. With the semester change, I have had
a chance to not only locate and review a number of great books and maps, I have
also been able to find new maps while helping my patrons. It is great to be able
to be searching for new publications while also providing these materials to our
clientele.
This time I am focusing almost wholly on books and atlases that may be of
interest to you and your patrons. As usual, I have found more than I can add
here (I have a whole stack of 2010 items for next time). I hope you enjoy what is
reviewed below.

Maps

Travelling in Europe 2010. Brussels: European Commission, Directorate-General
for Communication, 2010 (ISBN: 9789279138508). 1 map: col.; 43 x 48 cm.
Scale: 1:10,000,000. 1 cm. = 100 km.
I wanted to add this recent political map in case anyone needs a quick map with
travel information for a summer excursion. The map shows EU member states,
candidate countries, and headquarters of EU institutions, and includes a time
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zone map, directory, and tourist information, a chart with basic statistics for
European countries, and an inset map of “Non-continental and overseas territories
of member states.”  This is probably marginally useful for travelers, but for those
wishing to see the EU at a glance, along with basic vital statistics and other data,
it is perfect.
World of Rivers: a New Mapping of Every River System. Washington, D.C.:
National Geographic Society; Evergreen, CO: National Geographic Maps
[distributor], 2010. 1 map both sides: col. ill.; 50 x 79 cm., folded to 20 x 13 cm.
Winkel tripel proj. Scale: [ca.1:50,000,000].
This map is a supplement to National Geographic, April 2010, and shows the
world with only rivers and river systems. It includes 1 inset map and text, along
with additional illustrations and text on water use in the world.
It is a nice visualization of rivers worldwide and would be of interest to
anyone from grade school through adult. The map does not provide details or
identification of each river, but it makes a good starting place.
Cole, Christopher J.; Noble, S.M.; Blauer, S.L.; Friesen, B.A.; and Bauer,
M.A. Landsat Thematic Mapper Image Mosaic of Colorado. [Reston, Va.]:
U.S. Geological Survey; Denver, Colo.: For sale by U.S. Geological Survey
Information Services [also online: http://pubs.usgs.gov/sim/3101/]. Scale
1:650,000. 1 map: col. ; 94 x 69 cm., on sheet 117 x 92 cm.
Presented is a cloud-free, full coverage map of Colorado. Shading has been applied to show relief. Included are 1 location map, 2 index maps, text, and table of
“Landsat scenes used to derive mosaic,” plus bibliographical references
Cole, Christopher J.; Sloan, Jeff. Satellite Map of Port-Au-Prince, Haiti, 2010,
Infrared. Reston, VA: U.S. Geological Survey (U.S. Geological Survey General
Information Product 101, scale 1:24,000). (http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/
LPS120961).
The devastation of the earthquakes in Haiti, that began in 2009 (and continued
into 2010) have created a nightmare for its people, as well as for assistance
workers. This map, along with the one below, are useful for overall study of the
disaster and how it has changed the landscape of a nation.
“The U.S. Geological Survey produced 1:24,000-scale post-earthquake image
base maps incorporating high- and medium-resolution remotely sensed imagery
following the 7.0 magnitude earthquake near the capital city of Port au Prince,
Haiti, on January 12, 2010.”
This and the next map should be used together and will be of interest to those
studying earthquakes and seismic engineering, geologists, and historians, as well
as for those who need to see the devastation from a bigger picture.
Cole, Christopher J.; Sloan, Jeff. Satellite Map of Port-Au-Prince, Haiti, 2010,
Natural Color. Reston, VA: U.S. Geological Survey (U.S. Geological Survey
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General Information Product 102, scale 1:24,000). (http://purl.access.gpo.gov/
GPO/LPS120962).
Refer to the above companion map for details.

Afghanistan-Pakistan: Central Border Area. 1 map: [Washington, D.C. : Central
Intelligence Agency, 2010.] Scale: 1:625,000. col.; 59 x 51 cm.
The CIA map publications provide maps, often of areas of critical interest and
this shaded relief map is of that nature. This map, updated from 2008, shows the
regions along the border of these two nations and is useful for anyone studying
current events and Middle Eastern/Southwest Asian affairs.

Websites and Resources

“Track That Trash” [map] New Scientist 206:2756 (Apr. 17-23, 2010):44-45.
See also: Trash Track (http://senseable.mit.edu/trashtrack/).

An MIT Senseable City Lab (http://senseable.mit.edu/) experiment was launched
last year, in which 10 people in the United Kingdom got to tag and toss an item of
their choice, then track the item as it worked its way through the trash cycle. Items
ranged from simple bottles, to computers, toys, and other objects.
The map shows the tracking as it occurred for each item, with plots and locations
of the actual extremes (start to finish). The technology is not as sophisticated as
it might be in future, but it does provide a simple view of where our refuse goes
when we toss it out the door.
The MIT Senseable City Lab, trash project was introduced at: http://web.mit.
edu/newsoffice/2009/trash-0715.html. More maps and studies, as well as related
resources are available at the Trash Track website (http://senseable.mit.edu/trashtrack/). See also the Senseable City Lab (http://senseable.mit.edu/) website for
their urban studies in a variety of topics, all including maps and data.

Another example of what the Lab is doing is the Real Time Rome project (http://
senseable.mit.edu/wikicity/rome/), which shows how people are moving within
the city. A dynamic map shows moving subjects during one night in September in
Rome. The map provides a “time-lapse” view, along with color keys to scheduled
events in the area.
When it was compiled in 2006, this map was projected on screens around the
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area so that people could view their movements for the evening. Other cities have
similar projects, or others that cover a variety of urban themes and studies.
The SCL projects provide data that is useful to students in urban planning,
engineers for infrastructure studies, and for anyone from high school through
adult learner wanting to study cities. It also is a great place to generate one’s own
ideas for studies that can be tracked and counted, then turned into GIS or maps to
better visualize our daily lives.

Books

VanArsdale, R.B. Adventures Through Deep Time: the Central Mississippi River
Valley and its Earthquakes: Special Paper. Boulder, Colo.: Geological Society of
America, 2009 (ISBN: 9780813724553). vii, 107 p.: ill. (some col.), maps (some
col.), tables, sections, charts; 28 cm.+1 CD-ROM (4 3/4 in.).
This work covers the geology of the Central Mississippi River Valley, providing
what the author calls a “trip through 3.5 Ga [Geologic Age] of Earth history in the
Southeastern United States” at what he calls a “running pace.” The chapters go
through the various ages and describe geological history and findings with detail. Charts, maps, tables, and other illustrations complement the text, as does an
accompanying CD-ROM that includes video animations supplementing chapters
3, 7, 8 and 9 of the printed volume (file formats include: .mpeg, .avi, and PDF).
Bibliographical references are included for each chapter.
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The book is of value to college students and researchers in geology and seismology. Some of the material may be helpful for adults wishing to learn a bit more on
the region (with help from illustrations and visuals on disc).
Contents: Geologic history of the Central Mississippi River Valley area in a
nutshell -- Precambrian rocks : foundation to the central Mississippi River Valley
-- Late Proterozoic and early Cambrian rifting of the southeastern United States -Paleozoic time in the Mississippi River Valley -- Appalachian-Ouachita mountains
and their foreland basins -- Pangea rips apart : the formation of the Gulf of Mexico -- Cretaceous-tertiary formation of the Mississippi embayment and Mississippi
River -- Sediments of the Mississippi embayment -- The central Mississippi River
Valley and its great earthquakes of 1811-1812 -- What’s next?
United States. Forest Service. Pacific Southwest Region. Angeles National Forest
Atlas : 7 1/2’ Quadrangle Topographic Maps. Washington, D.C.: USDA, Forest Service, 2009. 40 p. ill., col. maps ; 29 cm. Lambert conformal conic proj.;
Scale:1:63,360.
This is a nice presentation of topo maps in a compact format. The book is a spiralbound atlas of the Angeles National Forest. When I first saw it, I was impressed
with the format as this would be a great way to print selections of quad maps for
ease of use in the field.
The maps have been quarter-sized (from 1:24,000 to 1:63,360); the legend is
in English and Spanish, and additional text describes important National Forest
information for campers and hikers. Index maps provide access, along with atlas
use notes.
This atlas is specific to only one national forest, and was prepared by the regional
NFS office. However, it is a great model for topo-related atlas projects (I would
love to have one for portions of a state, or for special regions and topics (e.g.,
parks, watersheds). It was produced using ArcINFO and Adobe Illustrator, with
relevant DEM’s, quad map and other data sets, among others.
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Christensen, Lars Lindberg; Shida, Raquel Yumi; and De Martin, Davide. Cosmic
Collisions: The Hubble Atlas of Merging Galaxies. New York: London, 2009
(ISBN: 9780387938530). 139 p.: col. ill.; 31 cm.
“Essentially everything we can see in the night sky—whether with the unaided
eye or with telescopes—are galaxies, or parts of galaxies. When thinking about
galaxies, we need to think BIG: a galaxy is an almost unfathomably large collection of dust, gas, dark matter, planets, and stars—billions of them, packed together
by the force of gravity.”—p. 9.
The Hubble Space Telescope has exponentially pushed our window on the
Universe and even now—when it has been declared “obsolete”—it continues to
impress. This pictorial view of galaxies in motion is a perfect example of what we
are able to see and to learn about the vastness of infinity. It is probably more on
the “popular works” side, but the scientific descriptions and explanations of the
galactic interactions are sublime, along with deep thought.
The authors provide a range of knowledge, with the aim of promoting astronomy
and astronomic research. This means that the text is written for not only researchers, but also for more average readers and enthusiasts. The images are incredible
and well printed (not excellent, but very good quality). It is a worthwhile book for
the images alone. Also included is a page of references and one of image credits.
The book would be useful for grade school through adult learner. It is not only
thought-provoking, it is also beautiful to view.

Philander, S. George, ed. Encyclopedia of Global Warming and Climate Change:
SAGE, 2008 (ISBN: 9781412958783). 3 v. (liii, 1136, [97] p.): ill. (some
col.); 29 cm. Publisher description: http://www.loc.gov/catdir/enhancements/
fy0834/2008006238-d.html
The Encyclopedia of Global Warming and Climate Change covers all aspects of
climate and environment, including the effect of human interaction on our planet.
There are more than 750 articles relating to the main topic, and on every country
and region in the world. There is a 16-page insert on the complexities of global
warming.
This work provides scholarly articles and sections on every aspect of “the
science and history of climate change, the polarizing controversies over climatechange theories, the role of societies, the industrial and economic factors, and
the sociological aspects of climate change.” Chapters contain citations and
bibliographical references.
Other features include a chronology of Earth climate events and actions, and other
useful tools.
The publication is a good general resource for climate change studies, and for
students and teachers in geography, oceanography, biology, climatology, history,
and many other subjects. It would be suitable for inclusion in both academic
and public libraries. An electronic edition of this work also is available by
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subscription.
Wittke, Anne-Maria; Olshausen Eckart; Szydlak, Richard; and Salazar
Christine F. Historical Atlas of the Ancient World. Leiden; Boston : Brill, 2010
(9789004171565). Brill’s New Pauly. Supplements; 3). 1 atlas (xix, 307 p.) : maps
(chiefly col.) ; 38 cm. (Translation of: Historischer Atlas der antiken Welt).
Originally published in German in 2007 as: Historischer Atlas der antiken Welt,
this atlas “illustrates the political, economic, social and cultural developments
in the ancient Near East, the Mediterranean world, the Byzantine Empire, the
Islamic world and the Holy Roman Empire from the 3rd millennium BC until the
15th century AD.”—Publisher.
There are 170 large color maps showing major historical themes, along with
related text that provides background to the maps. Bibliographic references and
65 additional maps makes this a good title.
This work would be useful for high school through adult learner and for college
research in ancient studies, history, economics, society and culture, among other
topics.
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Hayes, Derek. Historical Atlas of Toronto. Vancouver [B.C.]; Berkeley [CA]:
Douglas & McIntyre; Distributed in the U.S. by Publishers Group West, 2010
(ISBN: 1553654978). 192 p.: ill. (some col.), maps (some col.); 30 cm.
Similar to Mapping Boston, and other atlases of major cities, this atlas provides
a cartographical chronology of Toronto’s development from a small settlement to
mega-city. There are a wealth of maps and illustrations, and accompanying text
provides description on the maps. The book includes bibliographical references.
This book would appeal to high school through adult learner, especially in
Canada, and also to college through adult researchers in urban planning and
history.

MacKinnon, Steve; Teeple, Karen; and Dale, Michele. Toronto’s Visual Legacy:
Official City Photography from 1856 to the Present. Toronto: J. Lorimer & Co.,
2009 (ISBN: 9781552774083). 192 p. :ill. (some col.), maps, ports. ; 29 cm.
I have not seen enough of this book to make extensive comments, but I included
it here as a complement to Hayes’s Historical Atlas. It was published as part
of a celebration of the 175th anniversary of the Toronto’s incorporation. The
photographs are from collections of official city photographers.
The photographs that I did get a chance to examine are well-printed and provide a
variety of scenes and themes. Bibliographical references are included.
Dupigny-Giroux, Lesley-Ann, and Mock, Cary J., eds. Historical Climate
Variability and Impacts in North America. Dordrecht; New York: Springer, 2009
(ISBN: 9789048128273). xiv, 278 p. : ill. (some col.), maps (some col.) ; 24 cm.
This is another work on climate change and how it has affected the North
American continent through the epochs. The editors gathered data from a variety
of sources to provide this historic look at climate as it has been recorded through
the last four centuries.
Data comes from researchers, weather stations, and publications, with each
providing both large- and small-scale views of trends, cycles, disaster-related,
and other effects that caused climate change. Case studies on specific events have
been included, such as strong hurricanes, weather extremes, and other major
weather events. These are then analyzed in regard to data collection of the period,
and how it was used to further climate studies.
The editors’ focus is on providing a history of North American climate, data
collection practices, effect of data gathering on future speculation, and to
encouraging future historical climatologists.
This book is designed for use by general researchers as well as for undergraduate/
graduate level studies. Springer also offers this as an electronic book.
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Kubilay, Ayse Yetiskin. Maps of Istanbul = Istanbul Haritalari, 1422-1922.
Istanbul: Denizler Kitabevi, 2010. 255 p. col. ill, col. maps ; 42 cm.
This atlas contains 100 maps, 12 folded maps in special box and the text is in
a Turkish-English parallel text format. The included maps cover 500 years of
cartography and have been selected to show the city/metropolitan area during that
period.
This large-format atlas would be of interest to college and adult learners,
especially geographers, cartographers, historians, urban planning and historic
planning students, as well as to anthropologists and others.

Diacu, Florin. Megadisasters: the Science of Predicting the Next Catastrophe.
Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 2010 (ISBN: 9780691133508). xiv,
195 p.: ill.; 24 cm.
Earthquakes, tsunamis, volcanoes, oh my!
With all of the troubles in the world, we can always find new ways to be
anxious. However, this book is not designed to do that. Instead, the author (a
mathematician) describes a variety of natural disasters in terms of scientific
efforts to understand and to predict them. While realizing that prediction is not
an absolute, he does discuss disasters in terms of probabilities and working with
chaos theory.
This book also provides descriptive views of a selection of historic “mega-
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disasters;” events that overwhelmed a region of the Earth. For example, the first
chapter on tsunamis provides a capsule history of the Indian Ocean Tsunami
Disaster of 2004. Included are personal accounts of survivors, the causes of the
event (earthquake generation of wave cycles), and the concepts behind trying to
forecast probabilities for new events. The author describes the actions that create
a similar situation in the Indian Ocean and how this can be modeled to develop a
prediction range.
The writing is scientific, mixed with non-scientific narratives to give the reader a
rounded look at these disasters. The text is not designed to be beyond the understanding of the average student or researcher, and is partly an attempt to provide a
starting point for study of disasters and related statistical activities.
Most of the disasters are the result of natural events;  however, there is a chapter
on economic catastrophes. This is also designed to stimulate thought on how to
study trends, symptoms, and factors that might be used to predict drastic events
before they occur.
The final chapter is designed to show the role of mathematical models on
prediction, and how effective we can become in forecasting. Also included in the
work are references and a bibliography to assist locating further materials.
Contents: Glimpsing the future -- Walls of water : tsunamis -- Land in upheaval
: earthquakes -- Chimneys of hell : volcanic eruptions -- Giants whirlwinds :
hurricanes, cyclones, and typhoons -- Mutant seasons : rapid climate change -Earth in collision : cosmic impacts -- Economic breakdown : financial crashes
-- Tiny killers : pandemics -- Models and prediction : how far can we go? Also
includes bibliographical references (p. [181]-192) and index.
This book would be useful for high school through adult learner, and also of
interest to mathematic researchers, historians, geologists, and people in other
sciences. It would also be interesting for those who enjoy studying disasters and
nature’s forces from a safe distance.
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Weng, Qihao. Remote Sensing and GIS Integration: Theories, Methods, and
Applications. New York: McGraw-Hill, 2010 (ISBN: 9780071606530). xvii, 397
p.: ill. (some col.) ; 24 cm.
This work is probably going to be among the key textbooks for GIS professionals
and college teaching. It provides an in-depth study of the entire process, with
maps, tables, and other illustrations to give the reader good knowledge of how
GIS works, and how to put it to work in producing effective applications and
systems.
It should probably be on the shelf of anyone who seriously plans to work in GIS
science, or for anyone who already is a GIS professional.

Devillers, Rodolphe Goodchild H. Spatial Data Quality: From Process to
Decisions. Boca Raton: CRC Press, 2010 (ISBN: 9781439810125). 222 p.: ill.,
maps ; 24 cm.
Another GIS publication that will be popular among students and professionals,
this book describes research in the field of spatial data quality, including
“understanding, measuring, describing, and communicating information about the
imperfections of geographic data used by GIS and other mapping software.”—
Publisher.
Current research projects are used, providing real-world descriptions. Contributors
include a wide array of professionals. Bibliographical references and data are
included. This work is suitable for college teaching and for GIS professionals.
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Friedrich, Walter L. Santorini: Volcano, Natural History, Mythology. Aarhus;
Oakville, CT: Aarhus University Press, 2009 (ISBN: 9788779345058). 312 p.: ill.
(chiefly col.), col. maps; 28 cm.
Translation of Feuer im Meer: der Santorin-Vulkan, seine Naturgeschichte und
die Atlantis-Legende. 2. Aufl. [2nd ed.]. München: Spektrum, 2005.

“When the Greek island of Santorini, classically known as Thera, erupted
dramatically in 1613 BC (+/- 13 years), it produced one of the largest explosions
ever witnessed, thereby possibly giving rise to the legend of Atlantis. This socalled ‘Minoan’ eruption triggered tsunamis that devastated coastal settlements
in the region, and on Santorini it left behind a Bronze Age Pompeii, which is
currently being excavated. Thriving Bronze Age settlements on the island—rich
in colorful wall paintings and highly sophisticated pottery—were buried under
thick layers of volcanic ash. The ejection of an immense volume of dust into the
atmosphere also altered global climate for several years. The author, a well-known
geologist, blends the thrill of scientific discovery with a popular presentation
of the geology, archeology, history, peoples, and environmental settings of the
island group of Santorini. He not only gives a comprehensive overview of the
volcanic island and its past, but also reports on the latest discoveries: The finding,
for example, of the olive trees which had been buried alive by the Minoan
eruption has made it possible now to give a direct and precise radiocarbon date
for the volcanic catastrophe. Furthermore, he seeks to assign certain geological
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structures, such as faulted rocks, red lavas and harbor sites, as depicted on the
Bronze Age frescos from Santorini, to still-existing details in the Santorini
landscape of today.”—Publisher’s description.
The island of Thera literally ceased to exist, taking with it a key part of Minoan
civilization. This catastrophic event is believed by some to have given rise to
the theory of Atlantis. In the present, the volcano, its caldera, and the remnants
of the islands in the area are beautiful tourist areas and places for research by
archaeologists, volcanologists, seismic researchers, and anthropologists studying
mythology and culture of the ancient period.
This book is a beautiful expression of the entire range of studies of Santorini, the
island that remains, and which is part of the ancient caldera rim of Thera. Wellprinted and bound, the book has wonderful maps, photographs, charts, and other
images showing all aspects of the volcano, past, present, and future (it still has
potential for eruption). Text describes the entire system of the region, including all
relevant topics.
Contents: The geography of Santorini -- Santorini and plate tectonics -- The
geological development of Santorini -- Stratigraphy: the backbone of geology
-- Plant remains and geological time -- The mechanism of the Minoan eruption -When did the catastrophe occur? -- A Bronze Age Pompeii -- What was living on
the island in the Bronze Age? -- An idea takes hold -- Geological observations and
mythology -- The caldera is filling again -- Volcanism today -- Present and future
changes of the island.
Also included are extensive bibliographical references (p. 292-306) and name and
subject indexes.
This book would be very useful in collections for college and post-graduate
studies in a wide range of disciplines. It would also appeal to high school students
and adult learners.
Tarr, Arthur C.; Rhea, S… [et al.]. Seismicity of the Earth, 1900-2007, Caribbean Plate and Vicinity. [Reston, VA]: U.S. Dept of the Interior, U.S. Geological
Survey (http://purl.access.gpo.gov/GPO/LPS122440). (USGS Open-File Report
2010–1083-A). Scale: 1:8,000,000.

This map covers the region of the Caribbean plate, which is adjacent to more than
four major plates (North America, South America, Nazca, and Cocos). It shows
“inclined zones of deep earthquakes (Wadati-Benioff zones), deep ocean trenches,
and arcs of volcanoes clearly indicate subduction of oceanic lithosphere along
the Central American and Atlantic Ocean margins of the Caribbean plate, while
shallow seismicity and focal mechanisms of major shocks in Guatemala, northern
Venezuela, and the Cayman Ridge and Cayman Trench indicate transform fault
and pull-apart basin tectonics.”—Abstract.
The map provides a wealth of data and may be downloaded along with
accompanying material. This is a good map for seismology and geology studies,
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but may also be useful to students through adult learners as a visualization of
seismic activity zones for the region.
It is one of many similar reports available online. These can be searched at the
USGS Geologic Hazards Science Center (http://geohazards.cr.usgs.gov/).

National Geographic Society. State of the Earth 2010: Earth Pulse: A Visual
Almanac. National Geographic. Washington, D.C.: NGS, 2010 (ISSN: 15366596). 93 p.: ill. (some col.), maps; 28 cm. This is actually volume one of a new
NGS series. It is designed to give the reader a good all-around look at Earth as it
is in 2010. The opening page provides a good idea of the theme, stating “there are
now 6.8 billion people on the planet.” I remember not too many years ago writing
a short news article on Earth hitting 6 billion, and research at that time speculated
on how many years it would take to reach the next billion figure.
Main sections discuss Earth’s current situation in terms of: population, consumerism and demand for food and products, consumption of natural resources, and
effect on the environment as a result of meeting the above pressures and demands.
The final section has maps of each continent (both political and relief). Though
the cover states that there are 15 maps of the world, they are being modest. Maps
are an essential part of the entire publication and help visualize various aspects
throughout. A foldout map shows the entire world; individual, smaller maps show
the relevant themes being discussed, along with graphs, tables, and other graphic
visuals that get the point across even before one reads the text.
This book is geared to the average reader and is a good general study for students
from grade school through adult learner. It is up to the usual NGS standard for
publications and most likely will become popular (the header states that this is a
“Collector’s Edition”).

Assadourian, Erik Starke, Linda; and Mastny, Lisa, eds. State of the World, 2010:
Transforming Cultures: from Consumerism to Sustainability: a Worldwatch
Institute Report on Progress toward a Sustainable Society. 1st ed. New York:
W.W. Norton, 2010. Worldwatch Institute (ISBN: 9780393337266). xxvii, 244 p.:
ill., charts ; 24 cm.
This collection of essays by a wide range of experts, provides a wealth of
information on the theme of worldwide sustainability for all. It addresses issues of
cultural, religious, economic, regional, environmental, and other activities, to try
to find ways of creating a world that can thrive and survive. The table of contents
is full of these topics and could generate new ideas and concepts that will ensure
the survival of all the Earth’s inhabitants. It includes bibliographical references     
(p. 191-230) and an index.
This work will be appealing to students from high school through adult, interested
organizations, and professionals who must deal with the challenge of finding
sustainable solutions. It will also be of interest to students studying globalization,
environment and people, historic aspects of inter-cultural relations and related
topics.
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Mullaney, James and Tirion, Wil. The Cambridge Double Star Atlas. 1 vols.
Cambridge, UK: New York, 2009 (ISBN: 9780521493437). 1 v.: col. ill., maps ;
31 cm. (Also available by subscription through ebrary: http://site.ebrary.com/lib/
librarytitles/Doc?id=10289256).
“This magnificent atlas contains the most attractive and interesting double and
multiple stars for viewing with binoculars and telescopes.”—end sheet. This atlas
is the first modern star atlas devoted to double and multiple stars and contains
almost 2,400 selected pairs, with references to discoverers, catalog designations,
and other data. It was compiled and drawn by highly-acclaimed authors and uses
standard nomenclature and symbols to allow users ease of use.
The Double Star Atlas is more than a guide to multiple star groups, it is also a
great celestial atlas. In spiral-bound form, it is designed for indoor research, as
well as outdoor observation. Text explains how stars were selected for inclusion,
tables of selected groups, notes on observing, and appendices that assist the
observer/researcher in locating and identifying specific stars. Bibliographical
references (p. 22-23) are also included.

However, the bulk of this atlas consists of the star charts, accurately rendered for
ease of use. Symbols are shown on each page to make identification of objects
fast and reliable. The atlas is printed to be read at night with red light, the best for
viewing while retaining night vision. The field of the charts is white, with various
colors and tints for the objects and their names/catalog numbers.
Contents: Map parameters and selection criteria -- Discoverer/catalog/observatory
designations -- Observer, atmosphere and instrument -- Double and multiple star
showpieces -- Some recommended references -- About the authors -- Acknowledgements -- Star charts -- Appendix A: Constellation table -- Appendix B: Table
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of Greek letters -- Appendix C: “Cambridge double star atlas” target list.
This atlas is useful for casual astronomers, more skilled observers, and astronomy
students at college, and for professionals. Index maps make it easy to reference
specific regions of the sky.

Books for Students

Understanding Maps of Our World (Series). New York: Gareth Stevens, 2010.
This is a recently published series of books suitable for grade school through
adult, but aimed at the juvenile audience. The texts provide materials for teaching
geography, especially as it relates to maps. All volumes follow the same format
and page count. Each contains bibliographies and are full of color maps and
images.
Cooke, Tim. Maps and Cities. New York: Gareth Stevens, 2010 (ISBN:
143393518X). 48 p.: col. ill., col. maps; 28 cm.

________. Maps and Exploration. New York: Gareth Stevens, 2010 (ISBN:
1433935120) (Understanding Maps of Our World). 48 p.: col. ill., col.
maps; 28 cm.
________. Maps and Navigation. New York: Gareth Stevens, 2010 (ISBN:
1433935090) (Understanding Maps of Our World). 48 p.: col. ill., col.
maps; 28 cm.

________. Maps Today. New York: Gareth Stevens, 2010 (ISBN: 143393521X)
(Understanding Maps of Our World). 48 p.: col. ill., col. maps; 28 cm.
Hollingum, Ben. Maps and Mapping Our World. New York: Gareth Stevens,
2010 (ISBN: 1433934981) (Understanding Maps of Our World). 48 p.:
col. ill., col. maps; 28 cm.
________. Maps and Measurement. New York: Gareth Stevens, 2010 (ISBN:
1433935031) (Understanding Maps of Our World). 48 p.: col. ill., col.
maps; 28 cm.

________. Travel Maps. New York: Gareth Stevens, 2010 (ISBN: 1433935066)
(Understanding Maps of Our World). 48 p.: col. ill., col. maps; 28 cm.
One more volume is forthcoming. This should match the rest of the series:
Cooke, Tim. Government Maps. New York: Gareth Stevens, 2010 (ISBN:
1433935155).
Conclusion
June is flowing along into summer and maps are being used for vacations,
meetings, conferences, and I hope you all have a chance to enjoy maps through it
all. –DJB
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Great Moments In Map Librarianship
WHY ARE YOU
WEARING A
PARTY HAT ?

ITS MAGERT’S
30TH
ANNIVERSARY !

1986

1982

by Jim Coombs
YES! 30 YEARS
OF PROVIDING
GUIDANCE
THROUGH THE
CHALLENGES
OF MAP
LIBRARIANSHIP !

1988

1989
GUIDANCE THROUGH
2005
1998
1990
1994
SITUATIONS THAT
CONFUSED
US
...
FRUSTRATED
US
...
OR
FILLED
OUR
MADE US CRAZY ...
HEADS
WITH
FRIGHTENED US ...
INFORMATION
OVERLOAD
FOR 30 YEARS, OUR PUBLICATIONS,
OUR CONFERENCE PROGRAMS, AND OUR WORKSHOPS
HAVE INCREASED AWARENESS, COMMUNICATION, AND COOPERATION
BETWEEN MAP LIBRARIANS AND THE REST OF THE WORLD
WE MADE A DIFFERENCE !

WHOA!

I‛M SHOCKED !

YOU GUYS ARE
YIKES !.
OVER-REACTING !
...OH, OK,
THAT‛S COOL
CONGRATULATIONS
!
ON 30 YEARS !

..

2006

2008

2009

2010

c Jim Coombs 6/10
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